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1 Introduction

This paper explores a computational characterization of iterative phonological processes including stress,
epenthesis, and syllabification. Understanding the computational requirements of these iterative mappings
leads to restrictive, testable, and learnable theories of phonology (Heinz, 2018). Previous work in this vein
has been done on tone (Koser et al., 2019), and we expand the results to other kinds of processes. We show that
these iterative prosodic processes are fundamentally local, thus fitting the typology of other computational
work (Chandlee & Heinz, 2018). However, they require reference to local information in the output, rather
than just the input. We formulate this outputcenteredness via logical transductions (Courcelle, 1997), where
an output element receives its output label or output property based on some requirement defined over the
input.

Additionally, the iterative nature of the processes requires a notion of recursion, formalized in a logical
transduction via least fixed point logic (LFP; Libkin, 2013) which we require to be quantifier free (QF;
Chandlee & Lindell, in prep). The restriction to QF (i.e. no reference to logical quantifiers ∃ or ∀) ensures
that the notion of locality in the output is preserved, while still characterizing the relevant iterative processes
(Chandlee & Jardine, 2019). Rather than introduce the full LFP formalism here, we employ the implicit
definitions of Rogers (1996), which allow for output predicates to reference themselves as part of their
definition. This provides a more intuitive characterization of the recursion necessary to define the target
phonological processes. Finally, a substantive restriction of our transduction to the use of only the predecessor
or successor function – not both – further constrains the computational power of these transductions to better
fit the observed typology of iterative phonological patterns. Informally, this means that we these iterative
prosodic processes apply in a single direction: righttoleft, or lefttoright, but not bidirectional.

2 Logical structure of noniterative prosody

In this section, we explain computational locality and our formal notation. We summarize formal results
fromStrotherGarcia (2019) on the computational locality of noniterative syllabification. We use these simple
examples to illustrate our formal notation.

StrotherGarcia (2019) demonstrates that syllabification processes are fundamentally local in a strict
mathematical sense in a number of languages. For example, consider a hypothetical language which has
maximally CVC syllables (Blevins, 1995). Given a string /patukpi/, the string is syllabified as [pa.tuk.pi]
based on the following simple description:
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(1) Simple syllabification in a CVC language
1. vowels project a syllable,
2. vowels form the nucleus of a syllable,
3. prevocalic consonants are onsets, and
4. postvocalic consonants are codas as long as they’re not onsets.

We illustrate the syllable structure for [pa.tuk.pa] below.

(2) Treebased syllable structure of [pa.tuk.pi]

p a t u k p i

σ σ σ

Computationally, there are at least two ways to generate the above structure. One is to faithfully generate
tree structures over the segments (2). The other is to generate a set of ’structural roles’ for each segment
as a type of property of each segment (3), i.e., to give intervocalic /t/ the property of being [+onset]. The
first approach is easier to model with treebased contextfree grammars (Coleman & Pierrehumbert, 1997;
Coleman, 1998, 2000), while the second approach is easier for stringbased finitestate transducers (Kiraz
& Möbius, 1998; Yap, 2006; Hulden, 2006). Analogous monostratal approaches to syllabification have also
been used earlier in Declarative Phonology (Walther, 1993, 1995; Bird, 1995; Coleman, 1996, 1998).

(3) stringbased syllable structure of [pa.tuk.pi]
pons anuc tons unuc kcod pons icod

In terms of generative capacity, both approaches are however equivalent because syllabification uses
syllables of a bounded size (StrotherGarcia, 2019). In this paper, we use logical transducers which can work
with either of the two approaches. Logical transductions are a generalized form of computation that operates
over graphical structures and by using formal logic (Courcelle, 1994, 1997; Engelfriet & Hoogeboom, 2001).
They have been used to model noniterative syllabification (StrotherGarcia, 2018) and the generation of
higher prosodic structure (Dolatian, 2020).

In this paper, we focus on formalizing the stringbased structure for illustration. For a logical transduction,
the representation of a word consists of 3 main components: a domain D of input elements, a set L of labels
for these elements, and a set R of binary relations over these elements. The domain is represented as a set of
indexes [1...n] where n is the size of the word. For our purposes, the labels L consist of phonological features
or segments. The binary relations R are only the immediate successor relation succ(x, y) which connects
any two consecutive segments. This binary relation succ(x, y) can be broken up to two functions succ(x)
and pred(x) which return the immediate successor and immediate predecessor of an element x. For example,
below is the representation of the unsyllabified /patukpi/.

(4) Input representation /patukpi/ for logicbased syllabification
p1 a2 t3 u4 k5 p6 i7◁ ◁ ◁ ◁ ◁ ◁

Each domain element has a subscript that shows its index from the range 17. These elements are
connected via the binary relation of successor, shown as ◁labeled edges. Each element x satisfies a set
of labels, such as+labial(x) or+vowel(x). For illustration, our graphs show the main segment label for each
element.

(5) Output representation [pa.tuk.pi] for logicbased syllabification
p1′ons a2′nuc t3′ons u4′nuc k5′cod p6′ons i7′nuc◁ ◁ ◁ ◁ ◁ ◁

The above output representation adds the apostrophe ’ after an index in order to mark it as an output
correspondent. The newly generated syllable role is visualized as a simple subscript. To actually generate the
above form, we need a logical transduction that uses the following output functions. These function establish
the correspondence relations between the input and output representations, and they determine the properties
of the output segments.
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(6) Output functions for simple CVCsyllabification

a. nuc′(x)
def
= V(x)

b. ons′(x)
def
= cons(x) ∧ V(pred(x))

c. cod′(x)
def
= cons(x) ∧ V(succ(x)) ∧ ¬ons'(x)

The above output functions capture the essential facts of simple syllabification. In the output, the input
segment /u/ gains the property of being a nucleus nuc'(x) because it is an underlying vowel. The segment /t/
surfaces as an onset ons′(x) because it is a consonant which precedes a vowel. And the segment /k/ surfaces
as a coda cod′(x) because it is a postvocalic consonant which isn’t parsed as an onset. Note how the coda
function references the onset function.1

Note that the above transduction doesn’t add any additional segments to the output. To do that, we need
to incorporate a copy set which keeps track of how many additional output segments are generated by a
transduction, such as for epenthesis. We postpone copy sets till later.2

Simple CVC syllabification demonstrates a strict formal property of computational locality. There are
no longdistance dependencies involved in projecting a segment as a nucleus, vowel, or coda. To identify
onsets and codas, it suffices to compare each consonant to its predecessor and to its successor. If we needed
to reference a distant trigger such the wordfinal segment, then we would need quantifiers like ∃. In fact,
local logical transductions have the property of being quantifierfree. They depend only on local information
in the input string which can be accessed with functions like succ(x) or pred(x). QF functions correspond to
input strictly local functions (ISL; Chandlee, 2014) when computed over FSTs. This contrasts with constraint
interaction accounts like OT (Prince & Smolensky, 2004) where the entire word must be considered (global
evaluation), obfuscating the fact that the process is local.

This completes this section. The main takeaway is that simple noniterative syllabification is a local
process. It can be formalized with simple logical transductions that maintain this locality.

3 Iteration and directionality in segmental phonology

The generation of noniterative syllabification is relatively straightforward. The main factor is that these
processes don’t reference longdistance information over the input or output. However, there are cases of
directional syllabification which are longdistant over the input. However, they are local over the output
because they are iterative.

Iterative prosodic processes are closely tied with iterative segmental processes. Both types of processes
show directionality effects. Directionality is a significant aspect of the computation of phonology (Johnson,
1972). Before we formalize directional prosody, we first go over the directional computation of iterative
segmental phonology.

Vowel harmony is a canonical example of iteration and directionality effects in phonology. In general,
vowel harmony can be progressive, regressive, or bidirectional. We use toy examples below where the
harmonic feature is ATR. For the bidirectional pattern, we assume that harmony spreads from the roots -

tu-,-tU-.

(7) Toy cases of progressive, regressive, and bidirectional ATR harmony
a. Progressive: /pitUkO/ → [pituko], /pItuko/ → [pItUkO]

b. Regressive: /pItUko/ → [pituko], /pitUkO/ → [pItUkO]

c. Bidrectional: /pI-tu-kO/ → [pituko], /pitUko/ → [pItUkO]

Each directionality parameter has its own computational analog (Gainor et al., 2012; Heinz & Lai, 2013;
Heinz, 2018). Progressive harmony requires a leftsubsequential function (Mohri, 1997) whichmemorizes the
fact that the first vowel it saw was [+ATR]. It then carries this information across the word from left to right.
1 Although the coda function references the onset function, this does not mean that logical functions are serially satisfied.
They are all satisfied in parallel in a monotonic form, much like Declarative Phonology (Scobbie et al., 1996).
2 For simple syllabification, no epenthesis is involved so the copy set is set to {1}, meaning that only 1 set of output
elements (7 nodes) are generated. If we wanted to generate syllable trees, we would need an additional copy in our copy
set (={1,2}) in order to generate the 3 additional syllable nodes.
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This function is computed over a lefttoright deterministic finitestate transducer (FST). Similarly, regressive
harmony is a rightsubsequential function that processes the string from right to left; and it is computed over
a righttoleft FST. Bidirectional harmony is strictly more expressive because it utilizes multiple directions.
As a function, it is weakly deterministic and requires a nondeterministic FST.

When examined over the input, the information transferred by iterative processes is longdistance. In the
case of progressive vowel harmony, information is transferred from the first vowel to the last. It is likewise
longdistance over the input because any number of consonants can intervene between any two vowels.3

However, it is possible to have an iterative rule which is longdistance over the input, but local over the
input. This nuance is clearer with segmenttosegment iterative rules (Howard, 1972). Consider a toy example
of nasal spread. Nasality spread from a nasal segment onto a contiguous sequence of vowels and glides.

(8) Toy examples of iterative nasal spread over vowels and glides
/panata/→ [panũta]
/panawuta/→ [panãw̃ũta]
/panawajuta/→ [panãw̃ã̃jũta]

Over the input, nasality spread is a longdistance process. Nasality spreads from the nasal /n/ to the vowel
/u/ regardless of how many segments intervene between them. However, the property of being nasalized is
locally predictable over the output. A nonconsonantal segment (vowel or glide) is nasalized if it follows
another nasalized segment. In theoretical phonology, this is the basis for iterative rules. In mathematical
phonology, iterative segmental processes are formalized as OutputStrictlyLocal functions (Chandlee et al.,
2015). Informally, the output correspondent of a symbol /u/ is [ũ] if it follows another nasalized segment in
the output [...Nũ]. Lefttoright iterative processes require leftOSL functions, i.e., an OSL function which
reads and processes the input lefttoright.

We can capture the above outputlocal rule with the following logical transduction. Informally, a segment
is nasalized if it is 1) underlyingly a nasal, or 2) a nonconsonantal segment such that 3) its predecessor is a
nasalized segment over the output.

(9) Recursive output function to generate nasal spread
+nasal′(x)

def
= +nasal(x) ∨ [−cons(x) ∧ +nasal′(pred(x))]

Crucially, to nasalize some segment x, the above function references the output properties +nasal' of
another output segment which precedes the segment x: pred(x). Thus, the nasalization function recursively
references itself in order to spread nasality across a span of contiguous nonconsonantal segments. The above
function allows all underlyingly nasal segments+nasal(x) to faithfully surface as nasal +nasal′(x). For any
nonconsonantal segment x, we check if its predecessor is nasalized. That means we check if the predecessor
is a nasal (in the input) or is a nonconsonant that precedes a nasalized segment (in the output). The recursive
call continues until we hit a nonnasal or a consonant. We illustrate the calls below.

(10) Recursive computation of nasal spread in /panawuta/→[panãw̃ũta]

Input: p a n a w u t a
Index: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Predecessor pred(x): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Underlying +nasal(x): ⊤
Underlying −cons(x): ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Surface +nasal'(x):
Iteration 1: ⊤
Iteration 2: ⊤ ⊤
Iteration 3: ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Iteration 4: ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output p a n ã w̃ ũ t a

3 Because vowel harmony ignores consonants, it is possible to analyze vowel harmony as a case of relativized adjacency
over the input or output, as is commonly argued in SearchandCopy approaches to phonology (Nevins, 2010; Samuels,
2011). Computationally, this amounts to calling vowel harmony a tierbased local system, whether over the input or output
(Aksënova & Deshmukh, 2018; Andersson et al., 2020; Burness & McMullin, 2020).
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The first rows show all the relevant input information. ⊤ marks a property as true for some indexed
segment. To generate the output +nasal'(x) feature, the function operates recursively. It finds all underlying
nasals in iteration 1, and it propagates this feature rightwards to any nonconsonantal segments that succeed
the surface nasalized segments.

The above recursive function (9) is called an implicit definition (Rogers, 1998) because we don’t explicitly
encode when the recursive call would end.4 Instead, we can deduce that the recursive call will end once there
are nomore underlying nonconsonantal segments which follow a surface nasalized segment. The nasalization
function is local over the output because we examine only the linearly adjacent predecessor.

4 Directional prosody and logic

The previous section introduced recursive logic as a way to encode iterative and directional processes in
segmental phonology. In this section, we use that system to also formalize iterative prosodic processes.

4.1 Iterative tress Recursive logic allows for intuitive definitions of iterative stress assignment. For
example, Murinbata (Street &Mollinjin, 1981) applies stress to every other syllable beginning with the initial
syllable:

(11) Examples of iterative lefttoright trochaic secondary stress
σ́, σ́σ, σ́σσ̀, σ́σσ̀σ, σ́σσ̀σσ̀, σ́σσ̀σσ̀σ, ...

For illustration, we formalize iterative stress over an input string of syllables. An equivalent transduction
can be defined over simple segments. For the above process, primary stress is placed on the first syllable. A
syllable is first if it has no predecessor.5 Secondary stress is placed via a recursive output function. Secondary
stress is placed 2 syllables away from the initial primary stressed syllable, and 2 syllables away from every
secondarystressed syllable. The superscript 2 is shorthand for pred(pred(x)).

(12) Output function to generate iterative secondary stress

a. σ́′(x)
def
= σ(x) ∧ pred(x) = null

b. σ̀′(x)
def
= σ́′(pred2(x)) ∨ σ̀′(pred2(x))

We illustrate for the following 10syllable word. The recursive call goes through at most 4 iterations
for this word. The first syllable receives primary stress. Secondary stresses are recursively placed on those
syllables that have a stressed syllable that’s two slots to the left in the output string.

(13) Recursive computation of iterative secondary stress: /σσσσσσσσσσ/→[σ́σσ̀σσ̀σσ̀σσ̀]
Input: σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ
Index: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Predecessor pred(x): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Underlying σ(x): ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Surface σ́′(x): ⊤
Surface σ̀′(x):
Iteration 1: ⊤
Iteration 2: ⊤ ⊤
Iteration 3: ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Iteration 4: ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output σ́ σ σ̀ σ σ̀ σ σ̀ σ σ̀

4 To turn this into an explicit statement, we would need to incorporate the logical device of leastfixedpoint operations
(Libkin, 2013). These have been used in previous work on directional effects in phonology (Koser et al., 2019; Chandlee
& Jardine, 2019).
5 If we used quantifiers, then σ́′(x) would use the statement ¬∃y[succ(y, x)] instead of pred(x) = null. But without
quantifiers, we need to either introduce a ’sink state’ symbol null, or say that initial segments precede themselves
pred(x) = x.
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4.2 Syllabification epenthesis This section formalizes the most complex phenomenon in this paper:
iterative epenthesis. Iterative and directional syllabification is often motivated from cases of directional
epenthesis (Itô, 1989) whereby syllables are parsed either lefttoright or righttoleft, and vowel epenthesis
mimics this direction.

A classic case for iteration comes from how different Arabic dialects choose different epenthesis sites
for consonant clusters. Consider the examples below from Cairene and Iraqi Arabic. In both dialects,
the maximal syllable is CVC inside words. Schwa epenthesis is used to repair unsyllabifiable consonant
clusters, but the location of the epenthetic vowel varies by dialect. The input string /katab+t+l+u/ has
a cluster of 3 consonants: VCCCV. This cluster undergoes epenthesis in both dialects but the vowel is
added in different locations: [ka.tab.ti.lu] in Cairene and [ka.ta.bit.lu] in Iraqi. In contrast, the input string
/katab+t+l+ha/ has a cluster of 4 consonants: VCCCCV. Both dialects apply epenthesis and in the same
location: [ka.tab.til.ha].

(14) Different epenthesis locations in Arabic
Input : /katab+t+l+u/ /katab+t+l+ha/

Cairene: [ka.tab.ti.lu] [ka.tab.til.ha]

Iraqi: [ka.ta.bit.lu] [ka.tab.til.ha]

‘I wrote to him’ ‘I wrote to her’

There are various analyses for the Arabic data, some use directional syllabification (Itô, 1986, 1989;
Farwaneh, 1995) and some do not (Broselow, 1992, 2017; Kiparsky, 2003). We use the Arabic examples as
a simple illustrative case study for iterative syllabification. Itô (1989) reduces the dialectal difference to a
difference in the direction of syllabification. Syllables are formed lefttoright in Cairene, while righttoleft
in Iraqi. This is illustrated in (15). For /katab+t+l+u/, the input is underlyingly unsyllabified: <katabtlu>
where the brackets <> mark unsyllabified segments. In Cairene, the input is syllabified by scanning leftto
right, fitting as many segments into a CVC syllable, and resyllabifying prevocalic codas into onsets. The
first iteration forms .kat.<abtlu>. The second iteration forms a second syllable which resyllabifies the first
one’s coda: .ka.tab.<tlu>. In the third iteration, the cluster tl is read. There is no intervening vowel so
a vowel is epenthesized: .ka.tab.til.<u>. Finally, the final vowel is parsed: [.ka.tab.ti.lu.]. In Iraqi, the
same input string is syllabified righttoleft, fitting as many segments into a CVC syllable, but onsets cannot be
resyllabified into codas. This correctly generates [.ka.ta.bit.lu]. Furthermore for medial 4consonant clusters
in /katab+t+l+ha/, both lefttoright and righttoleft parses give the same output [.ka.tab.til.ha.].

(15) Directional syllabification and epenthesis in Arabic

Lefttoright parse in Cairene Righttoleft parse in Iraqi
Input /katab+t+l+u/ /katab+t+l+ha/ /katab+t+l+u/ /katab+t+l+ha/

<katabtlu> <katabtlha> <katabtlu> <katabtlha>
First iteration .kat.<abtlu> .kat.<abtlha> <katabt>.lu. <katabtl>.ha.

Second iteration .ka.tab.<tlu> .ka.tab.<tlha> <kata>.bit.lu. <katab>.til.ha.

Third iteration .ka.tab.til.<u> .ka.tab.til.<ha> <ka>.ta.bit.lu. <ka>.tab.til.ha.

Fourth iteration .ka.tab.ti.lu. .ka.tab.til.ha. ka.ta.bit.lu. ka.tab.til.ha.

We formalize the directional analysis with recursive logic. We formalize the two directional parses by
using separate recursive functions. For Iraqi RtoL parsing, the recursive function computes the prosodic
positions from right to left, while Cairene LtoR uses the reverse direction. The endresult is that the
formalization shows outputbased locality. We focus on the directional syllabification of wordmedial
clusters, since consonants at wordedges tend to display idiosyncratic syllabification (Côté, 2000; Broselow,
2017). Those idiosyncrasies do not affect the computation significantly. They merely require adding simple
special cases (which are also computationally local).

We first formalize RtoL parsing because it is simpler to illustrate. As we go through our explanation, we
expand our logical functions. For easier explanation, we separate the above processes into two separate sets of
function. The first set of functions will parse the input string and assign the right syllable roles. The second set
of functions will epenthesize the vowels. Informally, the first stage creates syllables and defective syllables
(without a nucleus head), while the second stage changes these defective syllables into headed syllables.6

6 In the poster, we defined iterative epenthesis in terms of two output functions that recursively generate the left and right
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(16) Decomposing directional syllabification and epenthesis into separate stages
Cairene LtoR Iraqi RtoL Both LtoR and RtoL

Input : /katab-t-l-u/ /katab-t-l-u/ /katab-t-l-ha/

Stage 1: Syllabification: ka.tab.t.lu ka.ta.bt.lu ka.tab.tl.ha

Stage 2: Epenthesis: [ka.tab.ti.lu] [ka.ta.bit.lu] [ka.tab.til.ha]

The above 2stage decomposition is only for easier illustration. The composition (flattening) of these
stages into one function or step does not affect generative capacity. We emphasize that the computational
treatment characterizes any implementation of directional syllabification, whether with rules (Itô, 1986;
Frampton, 2011), alignment constraints (Mester & Padgett, 1994), or directional constraints (Eisner, 2000).

4.3 Righttoleft syllabification In Iraqi RtoL syllabification, syllables are recursively created by
parsing the string righttoleft. When comparing the unsyllabified /katab-t-l-u/ and syllabified [.ka.ta.bt.lu],
one generalization is that that underlying vowels always surface as nuclei. Second, all underlying consonants
and vowels faithfully surface.

(17) Output functions to transparently generate syllable roles in RtoL parsing
a. nuc'(x) def

= V(x)
b. V'(x) def

= V(x)
c. C'(x) def

= cons(x)

When parsing consonant clusters in a righttoleft direction, the leftedge of syllable marks when a new
syllable can be projected. Wordmedially, this leftedge is always an onset. Thus, to recursively generate left
boundaries, we recursively generate onsets by examining previously outputted onsets. In this way, onsets act
as the anchor point for directional syllabification. Onsets are created in the following finite list of contexts.
The double slashes // mark intermediate representations before epenthesis.

1. Contexts for generating wordmedial onsets in RtoL directional syllabification

1. /...CV.../: before a vowel
2. //...CC(C...//: before a consonant that’s before an onset

The above two contexts set up the following recursive function:

(18) Recursive output function to generate onsets in RtoL directional syllabification
ons'(x) def

= cons(x)∧
[V(succ(x))∨
[cons(succ(x)) ∧ ons'(succ2(x))]]

For codas, they surface in the following contexts:

(19) Contexts for generating codas in RtoL directional syllabification

1. /...C#/: wordfinally
2. //...C(C...//: before onsets

These contexts set up the following function. We assume that onsets are blocked from becoming codas.

(20) Output function to generate codas in RtoL directional syllabification
cod'(x) def

= cons(x) ∧ ¬ons′(x)∧
[succ(x) = null∨
ons'(succ(x))]

We show the output of these functions below. The onset function recursively applies from right to left.

edges of syllables L′(x) and R′(x) before resyllabification. Resyllabification is only apparent in lefttoright parsing.
That analysis works, but it is not outputlocal because the property of being leftedged or rightedged is not a visible
feature in the output string.

7
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(21) Recursive computation of RtoL directional syllabification

Input k a t a b t l u k a t a b t l h a
Index: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
pred(x): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
succ(x): 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Input V(x) ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Input cons(x) ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output nuc'(x): ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output ons'(x)
Iteration 1: ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Iteration 2: ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output cod'(x): ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output: (k a.) (t a.) (b t.) (l u.) (k a.) (t a b.) (t l.) (h a.)

o n o n o c o n o n o n c o c o n
The above functions correctly generate //.ka.ta.bt.lu// where bt forms a defective syllable without a

nucleus. A vowel is epenthesized in a separate transduction. This transduction uses a copy set of size 2:
C = {1, 2}. The first copy outputs all segments and syllable roles faithfully (22a), while the second copy
will epenthesize a high vowel i (22b) as the output correspondent of an onset that does not precede a nucleus.

(22) Formalizing epenthesis inside defective syllables
a. Output function to faithfully output syllabified segments

∀label ∈ L : label'(x1)
def
= label(x)

b. Output function to epenthesize a vowel in defective syllables
i'(x2)

def
= ons(x) ∧ ¬nuc(succ(x))

c. Computation of epenthesis after RtoL directional syllabification

Input k a t a b t l u k a t a b t l h a
Index: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Output nuc'(x): ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output ons'(x) ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Epenthesized i'(x2): ⊤ ⊤
Output: k a t a bi t l u k a t a b ti l h u

Thus, righttoleft syllabification is an outputlocal process within medial clusters.

4.4 Lefttoright syllabification Lefttoright syllabification is slightly more complicated to describe
than righttoleft syllabification. This is because lefttoright syllabification displays resyllabification effects,
whereby some consonants are parsed as a coda in an earlier stage of the derivation but later become onsets.
We illustrate below for Cairene /katab-t-l-u/.

(23) Resyllabification effects in lefttoright directional syllabification
Cairene <katabtlu> .kat.<abtlu> .ka.tab.<tlu> .ka.tab.til.<u> .ka.tab.ti.lu
(LtoR) <katabtlha> .kat.<abtlha> .ka.tab.<tlha> .ka.tab.til.<ha> .ka.tab.til.ha

For the lefttoright parse in Cairene [.ka.tab.til.u.], the underlined segments form the rightedge of a
syllable at some step of the derivation: <katabtlu>. The underlined segments are mostly codas that are
resyllabified as onsets; the final vowel is a simple nucleus.

For righttoleft parsing, we treated onsets as the anchor point to recursively calculate new syllables. For
lefttoright parsing, the analogous anchor point is codas. But special care has to made to ensure output
locality, i.e., to avoid resyllabification. As with righttoleft syllabification, all underlying vowels surface as
nuclei.

(24) Output function to transparently generate nuclei in LtoR directional syllabification
nuc'(x) def

= V(x)
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To parse medial clusters, we have to define how surface codas are recursively generated. Codas are
formed in the following finite list of contexts:

(25) Contexts for generating codas in LtoR directional syllabification

1. /...C#/: wordfinally
2. /...VCC.../: between a vowel and a consonant
3. //...C)CCC... //: after a coda, consonant, and before a consonant

These contexts take into consideration the effect of resyllabification. These contexts are encoded in the
following recursive function for codas.

(26) Recursive output function to generate codas in RtoL directional syllabification
cod'(x) def

= cons(x)∧
[succ(x) = null∨
[V(pred(x)) ∧ cons(succ(x))]∨
[cons(pred(x)) ∧ cod'(pred2(x)) ∧ cons(succ(x))]]

The computation of onsets is somewhat complicated. They are generated in the following finite list of
contexts.

(27) Contexts for generating onsets in LtoR directional syllabification

1. /...CV.../: before a vowel
2. // ...C)C...//: after a coda

These contexts are used to form the following function for onsets. We assume that codas can’t form
onsets

(28) Output function to generate onsets in RtoL directional syllabification
ons'(x) def

= cons(x) ∧ ¬cod(x)∧
[V(succ(x))∨
[cod'(pred(x)]]

We illustrate these functions below for LtoR syllabification..

(29) Recursive computation of LtoR directional syllabification
Input k a t a b t l u k a t a b t l h a
Index: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
pred(x): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
succ(x): 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Underlying V(x) ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Underlying cons(x) ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output nuc'(x): ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output cod'(x):
Iteration 1: ⊤ ⊤
Iteration 2: ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output ons'(x) ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output: .k a. .t a b. .t. .l u. .k a. .t a b. .t .l. .h a.

o n o n c o o n o n o n c o c o n

The same epenthesis transduction from before will correctly epenthesize a vowel i after the onset in a
defective syllable (=an onset that doesn’t precede a nucleus).

(30) Computation of epenthesis after LtoR directional syllabification
Input k a t a b t l u k a t a b t l h a
Index: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Output nuc'(x): ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Output ons'(x) ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
Epenthesized i'(x2): ⊤ ⊤
Output: k a t a b ti l u k a t a b ti l h u

9
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5 Conclusion

This paper defined a typological restriction on iterative phonological functions based on their compu
tational power. By relying on a notion of recursion in the output that is local only via QFLFP logical
transductions, a wide range of iterative processes can be accounted for. This characterization is independent of
any particular linguistic theory of these processes, as it describes properties of the inputoutput mapping itself.
Additionally, we coded and implemented our restriction into the BooleanMonadic Reursive Schemes (BMRS)
of Bhaskar et al. (2020), a related computational restriction characterizing the more expressive subsequential
transformations (Code is available on one of the author’s GitHub page: https://github.com/jhdeov/BMRS)

Other iterative phonological processes remain to be analyzed in this fashion. For example, construction
of feet in a metrical analysis of stress can be described using a QFLFP transduction. This is precisely because
it depends on local, recursive outputstring information, with placement of further boundaries relying on the
location of other, previous boundaries in the output string. Locally recursive logic provides a necessary,
but sufficiently limited extension to previous methods in computational phonology. We speculate that other
prosodic processes at different scales of representation also possess such restrictions. Moreover, the fact that
iterative processes are describable with locally recursive logic reinforces the view that locality lies at the heart
of phonological processes.
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